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1-Introduction and
atmosphere of press
freedom
The first three months of 2020 were marked by natural/artificial disasters, such as the earthquake
in Elazığ-Sivrice in January, two consecutive avalanches on 4-5 February in Van, the airplane that
overran the runway on 7 February after landing in Sabiha Gökçen Airport, and of course the COVID-19
epidemic...
The impact of the catastrophes mentioned above, and the simultaneous changes in legislation and
practices were the harbingers of many rights violations regarding freedom of expression and the
press, in 2020. Access restrictions to news articles and social media were introduced regarding said
events, journalists expressing their opinions were targeted, and public institutions were criticized for
not sharing information. The death of many soldiers during Operation Peace Spring conducted by
the Turkish Armed Forces (TSK), the deployment of troops in Libya by the Turkish Armed Forces, the
Istanbul Canal Project tender and the land ownership of the Minister of Finance and Treasury Berat
Albayrak subject to the tender, were the main developments hindering freedom of information.
Developments about freedom of expression and the press that remained on the country’s agenda

•

In January, the Communications Directorate of the Presidency ruled for the cancellation
of all yellow press-cards that had not expired and were still registered as “in use” in the
e-government system. (This decision was later revoked after reactions.)

•

Trials of press members both in and outside of prison continued. Some of these trials were
postponed due to the COVID-19 outbreak.

•

During the drafting of the Law on the Execution of Sentences and Security Measures, it
was revealed that newspapers not receiving announcements/advertisements by the Press
Advertising Authority would be prohibited from being distributed in prisons. Opposition
newspapers Cumhuriyet, Birgün, Evrensel, Yeniçağ are regularly prohibited from receiving
official announcements/advertisements. The same draft preventing journalists imprisoned
on “terrorism” accusations from being released was sent to Parliament.

1 Data compiled in this section was gathered from the monthly ‘Freedom of Expression and the Press’ reports prepared by the Association of Journalists- Press for Freedom Project (PfF).
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were as follows1:

•

The Press Advertising Authority penalized Evrensel and BirGün by stopping its official
advertisements.

•

Nine defendants, including businessman Osman Kavala, were acquitted from the Gezi Park
Trials. However, later in the day a new arrest warrant was issued for Kavala on grounds of
“espionage” who was re-arrested before being discharged.

•

The Supreme Court of Appeals Prosecutor’s Office requested the sentences of defendants of
the Cumhuriyet Trial to be quashed for the second time

•

A number of journalists covering the government’s decision on February 28 to open its
borders with Greece to allow migrants and refugees to pass through, were arrested..2

•

Simultaneous attacks were conducted against three Sputnik Türkiye journalists in their
homes. Said journalists were later taken into custody and were then released.

•

Oda TV News Director Barış Terkoğlu and correspondent Hülya Kılınç were arrested after
the website shared images of a Turkish intelligence officer’s funeral who had died in Libya.
Subsequently, two journalists and Oda TV Editor-in-chief Barış Pehlivan were imprisoned.

•

Following the COVID-19 outbreak, journalism became one of the few professions having to
constantly work on fiel d. Regulations are yet to be made for the media sector regarding the
social rights of press workers, especially on-field correspondents, printing house workers,
camera persons and reporters.

•

The Press Advertising Authority took a series of precautionary measures about the
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COVID-19 outbreak. Measures such as the continuation of official advertisements being
issued despite low circulation rates and the periodic printing of local newspapers rather than
daily, contributed to sustaining publication..3
For detailed information about the daily developments in freedom of expression and the press over
the last three months, click here to access the monthly reports of the Association of JournalistsPress for Freedom Project

2 Journalists covering the migrant flux were documented by international https://www.dw.com/tr/edirnede-m%C3%BCltecileri-izleyen-gazetecilere-g%C3%B6zalt%C4%B1/a-52616439 and demostic media https://t24.com.tr/haber/edirne-afad-in-multeci-kurtarma-calismasini-takip-eden-10-gazeteci-gozaltina-alindi,864217
3 https://www.bik.gov.tr/basin-ilan-kurumundan-covid-19la-mucadele-surecinde-basina-destek-kararlari
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2-Freedom of the press:
legal regulations, state
and government policy
a.Legal regulations, trials, journalists in prison
Legal regulations
One of the most important developments of the three-month period happened in January when
the government brought the Law on the Execution of Sentences and Security Measures on the
agenda. Details of the law became clearer in March; it is expected to be enacted in April. The law
directly concerns the press in two ways: first of all, journalists imprisoned on terror charges will
not be released; secondly, newspapers that do not receive official advertisements from the Press
Advertising Authority will be banned from entering prisons.4
Apart from discussions surrounding the Law on the Execution of Sentences and Security Measures,
the Constitutional Court cancelled “... the regulation necessitating ownership of a yellow presscard to receive compensation for depreciation, and the regulation regarding payment of unpaid
wages of journalists with a 5% increase”5 which started a new process. Taken in February,
this decision is expected to be put into effect in 9 months. The decision will prevent journalists
from early retirement. While journalists without press-cards have never been able to benefit

European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
According to 2019 data of ECtHR released at the beginning of 2020, Turkey ranked second place
after Russia regarding the number of active court cases on freedom of expression and the press. Of
these cases, Turkey has received the highest number of convictions out of all countries..7 In the threemonth period, the ECtHR has issued six verdicts on court cases about freedom of expression and
the press in Turkey. The Court ruled that there were violations of freedom of expression in five cases,
while there was no violation in one case. In the cases that were deemed to have been violations of
freedom of expression, reasons for conviction according to Turkish law were: insulting a government
official (2 cases), conducting terrorist propaganda, possession of banned publications and insulting
a public official8. In the case of the non-violation verdict, the claimant had been sentenced on grounds
of conducting terrorist propaganda.
4 Please find the legal evaluation of the draft by Lawyer Gökhan Tekşen who kindly shared it with the Association of Journalists in Annex-1.
5 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/397330/yipranma-payi-icin-kart-sahibi-olma-sarti-iptal-edildi
6 https://www.dw.com/tr/gazetecilerin-y%C4%B1pranma-pay%C4%B1-iptal-edildi/a-52383876
7 https://tr.euronews.com/2020/01/29/aihm-de-bekleyen-davalarda-turkiye-rusya-n-n-ard-ndan-ikinci-s-rada
8 Cases the EctHR ruled violation of expression: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-201752, http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-200841, http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-201507, http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-201129, http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-201762 / Case the EctHR ruled
non-violation: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-201897
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from this regulation, journalists with press-cards will no longer be able to benefit from it, either..6

Press trials
In the first month of 2020, civil society organizations (CSOs) advocating for freedom of expression
decided to jointly share data on imprisoned journalists and journalists undergoing trial. Despite
this decision, due to the high number of trials and detainments, different figures have been given
regarding the number of journalists on trial and/or imprisoned. M4D Project compiled figures given
by key civil society organizations actively working on-field:
As of 31 March 2020,
According to Press in Arrest there are 74 journalists in prison and 221 journalists are on trial9..
According to a joint report issued by Media and Law Studies Association (MLSA Turkey) in cooperation
with the International Press Institute there are 98 journalists in prison10 and 19011 journalists on trial.
According to the Journalists’ Union of Turkey (TGS) there are 86 journalists in prison12..
According to Jailed Journos, there are 161 journalists in prison13..
According to Expression Interrupted’s report there are 101 journalists in prison14..
According to PfF data, in the first three months of 2020, at least 5 journalists were put on trial, 15
journalists were sentenced to prison, 6 journalists were arrested, 2 journalists were acquitted, 29
journalists were detained; at least 25 journalists that were in prison or being detained were released.
In addition, as of March 31, 2020, there are a total of 100 media members in prison, 51 of whom have
been convicted and 49 being detained.
The differences in data are a result of lack of updates, reports documenting different time periods and
M4D Project Media Monitoring Report January-February-March 2020

whether or not the definition of “journalist” encompasses all media workers. Regardless, there are
at least 70 journalists in prison, and legal proceedings and arrests targeting journalists relentlessly
continue.
Many of these trials have been initiated based on accusations of “conducting terrorist propaganda”
and “inciting hatred and enmity among the public” yet the most frequent accusation has been “insulting
the President”. President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has shown a different approach in comparison to
previous presidents, he has been personally involved in these court cases through his lawyers and
has directly taken legal action himself. This method has caused, in addition to legal bindingness, an
increase in media surveillance and court cases filed by the state.

9 http://pressinarrest.com/
10 https://www.mlsaturkey.com/en/imprisoned-journalists-and-media-employees-in-turkey/
11 https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Trial_Monitirong_Report_2020_Jan-Feb_final.pdf
12 https://tgs.org.tr/cezaevindeki-gazeteciler/
13 https://jailedjournos.com/tutuklu-gazeteciler-listesi/
14 http://expressioninterrupted.com/census.php
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b.Press-card regulations
After the General Directorate of Press and Information was changed to the Directorate of
Communications and tied to the Presidency of the Republic of Turkey in 2018, press-card regulations
were amended with the addition of a new article requiring individuals to have refrained from
“behaviour against national security and public order, or getting into the habit of said behaviour” in
order to acquire a press card. As such, press-card restrictions continued to increase. In January 2020,
the press-cards of 894 journalists were cancelled. Following the change in press-card regulations,
the new press-cards that started being issued in June 2019 were not delivered to many journalists
on grounds the cards were “under review”15. The cancellation of press-cards caused outcry among
journalists. Chancellor of Germany, Angela Merkel voiced her concerns on the topic during a visit
to Turkey which drew the attention of the international community. Following this development,
Communications Director Fahrettin Altun made a statement on 27.01.2020 claiming that 894
applications were not rejected but were still under review16. Journalists awaiting renewal of their
press-cards have not received them as of March 31, 2020.
Another change in press-card regulations had a radical impact on the Press-Card Commission. The
Commission, which used to be comprised of leading unionists and journalists, has now become a
review board composed of names directly linked to the President. Representatives of media outlets
and civil society organizations have stated that such practices are unseen in democratic regimes,
and have initiated efforts to establish an independent accreditation structure to issue press-cards17.
Although press-cards do not provide the advantages they once did, they are still important and
enable journalists to follow the briefings of the Presidency, ministries and other official government
agencies. Following various important developments in the country, the structure of the Press-Card
process, hundreds of press-cards belonging to journalists working on behalf of the public’s right to
information, to know the truth and be informed were cancelled and seized at the discretion of the
Communications Directorate of the Presidency. According to an official statement, 894 journalists
were denied new press-cards19. In the last 12 months, 680 journalists’ press-cards were not renewed
citing “security” concerns20.
The new Press-Card Commission decided to cancel thousands of press-cards undergoing the renewal
process, but the decision was revoked due to the staunch stance of professional organizations.
Thus, the old yellow press cards were kept in effect for media members who are yet to receive the
new turquoise press-card21.

15 https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-51262270
16 https://twitter.com/fahrettinaltun/status/1221543808472621064
17 https://www.dw.com/tr/sar%C4%B1-bas%C4%B1n-kartlar%C4%B1-iptal-gazeteciler-isyanda/a-52137083
18 https://t24.com.tr/haber/chp-li-cakirozer-basin-karti-komisyonu-nun-9-uyesinin-ikisi-cumhurbaskanligi-ndan-3-u-atv-star-ve-sabah-tan,833372
19 https://www.dw.com/tr/gazetecilerin-basın-kartı-savaşı-meslek-örgütleri-versin/a-52165291
20 http://www.24saatgazetesi.com/10-yilda-10-bin-gazeteci-issiz-kaldi/
21 https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-51262270
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Commission was changed18; professional organizations being outcasted from the decision-making

c.Radio and Television Supreme Council (RTÜK)
There have not been any significant changes to RTÜK regulations in the first quarter of 2020. Yet,
concerns remain regarding the application of regulations that handed over the authority to monitor
internet broadcasts to RTÜK in 2019; any activity in this regard concerning national media, Netflix,
YouTube etc. remains to be seen. The only legal development in 2020 has been the new draft law
about RTÜK...This draft has increased the salaries of RTÜK Supreme Board members to the level
of the highest paid civil servant salary. The same draft also includes an article that gives RTÜK
President the right to take action if requested by the National Intelligence Organization of Turkey22.
The article also poses the risk of radio, TV and internet broadcasts being regarded in terms of
“terrorism” and restrict freedom of expression.
In the last quarter of 2019, RTÜK dropped the membership (Faruk Bildirici) of one of its Supreme
Board members for the first time. This decision of the Supreme Board, which consists of political
party representatives, was based on the accusation of said member having lost “impartiality”
and painted a bleak picture of the situation the press. Faruk Bildirici took this matter to court,
his application was rejected in January 2020. Faruk Bildirici was replaced by CHP chair Kemal
Kılıçdaroğlu’s press advisor Okan Konuralp, which demonstrated that concerns of “impartiality”
were unfounded. Another development regarding this issue was experienced in terms of
customary practises. For the first time during the RTÜK Supreme Board elections, a political party’s
first candidate (Faruk Bildirici) was not elected, instead the second candidate was elected through
the votes of the governmental block consisting of AKP and MHP. These developments concerning
RTÜK went down in history as one of the biggest examples of arbitrariness in the legislature.
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In addition to RTÜK decisions directly regarding its legal basis, here are some other controversial
decisions by the institution in the first quarter of 2020:
•

TV channels FOX, KRT, Halk TV, Tele 1, TV5 and Habertürk were fined on grounds of “creating
fear and panic” and “conducting fake news” due to news they produced about the earthquake
in Elazığ and the deployment of troops to Libya23.

22 http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/rtukte-yeni-yasa-taslagi-maaslar-19-bin-liraya-cikacak-1721002
23 https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/turkiye/rtukten-yayin-ilkelerine-uymayan-kanallara-ceza/1726472
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Table-1: RTÜK Supreme Board fines
Decision №

•

Date of
Decision

Related
Supreme
Board
Meeting

Organization
Receiving
Fine

Subject

Amount of
Fine

34

05.02.2020

2020/06

Fox TV

Military
Support to
Libya

594.167

35

05.02.2020

2020/06

Halk TV

Elazığ
Earthquake

25.881

36

05.02.2020

2020/06

Habertürk

Elazığ
Earthquake

37.468

37

05.02.2020

2020/06

Tele1

Elazığ
Earthquake

25.881

38

05.02.2020

2020/06

KRT

Elazığ
Earthquake

25.881

39

05.02.2020

2020/06

TV5

Elazığ
Earthquake

25.881

Popular TV shows “Çukur” and “Yasak Elma” broadcast on national TV were fined on grounds
of “encouraging the consumption of alcohol” and “disregarding the institution of the family”24.

•

A maximum-amount administrative fine was imposed on Halk TV on grounds of exposing the
identity of MİT officials who lost their lives in Libya25.

•

Following the first case of COVID-19 in Turkey on March 11, 2020, many experts who appeared
among the public”; then, these shows received official notifications from RTÜK -that could
be interpreted as a threat- stating these shows “could consult RTÜK regarding their selection
of experts”26. Many channels later received fines for their COVID-19 themed broadcasts27.

d.Public broadcasting
One of the biggest developments in the first quarter of 2020 that revealed what has become of the
Anatolian Agency was its cancellation of Sözcü Newspaper’s agency membership on January 4,
202028. Turkey’s largest news agency cancelling the membership of a national newspaper is not
only a violation of impartiality of public broadcasting but also a violation of the public’s right to
information. After TRT and the Anatolian Agency were tied to the Presidency in 2018 and 2019, many
raised their concerns that these public broadcasting outlets have openly become media organs of
24 https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/turkiye/rtukten-cukur-ve-yasak-elma-dizilerine-ceza/1736544
25 https://www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2020/03/11/rtuk-harekete-gecti-mit-mensuplarinin-kimliklerini-desifre-eden-halk-tvye-ceza
26 https://www.birgun.net/haber/rtuk-ten-skandal-talimat-kimi-konuk-alacaginizi-bize-sorun-289484
27 https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/koronavirus/rtukten-koronavirus-yayinlarinda-yasalari-ihlal-edenlere-yaptirim-geldi/1779169
28 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/gundem/aa-sozcunun-aboneligini-iptal-etti-5549241/
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on radio and TV shows were first subject to investigations on grounds of “inciting fear

the government. The example above is proof that these fears are not unfounded.
As controversy surrounding impartiality continued within the country, developments occurred abroad
which revealed links between the government and public broadcasting. On March 21, the United
States Department of Justice ordered TRT World’s Washington branch to register as a foreign agent
on grounds of the organization being engaged in political activities29. On January 15, four Anatolian
Agency employees working in Cairo were detained in Egypt. One of the detainees was deported
while the other three were released30. The Ministry of Interior of Egypt stated the detentions were
conducted on grounds of the journalists having spread “false” and “negative” information31. Both
events occur as a direct attack on freedom of the press. International press organizations voiced
their criticism of the events while Turkey initiated diplomatic contact.
Apart from the developments in the first quarter, discussions on public broadcasting have mostly
surrounded coverage during elections. TRT, which is funded by the public, and AA, which is
supervised by the Communications Directorate of the Presidency, have been criticized for using
resources directly in favour of the party in power during elections. In the last two elections, AA
failed to share its data sources and election results on time32, TRT gave twice the amount
of coverage to the party in power than the sum of the time allotted to other parties33. These
developments are in stark contrast with the principles of equality, impartiality and public service,
which define public broadcasting. The usage of public funds by the two institutions have been
controversial for years even outside of current debates. If problems such as not sharing financial
resources, continuing to broadcast in favour of the party in power, employees being subjected
to mobbing due to their political affiliation persist, similar discussions will continue in 2020.
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e.Censorship, self-censorship, violence, targeting, threats
In terms of censorship, self-censorship, violence, targeting and threats, the first three months of the
year were defined by: the simultaneous attacks against Sputnik Türkiye journalists; RTÜK threats
of “responsible broadcasting” regarding news on Operation Peace Spring, Libya, land owned by
Berat Albayrak in ‘the Istanbul Canal Project’, and COVID-19; restrictions of freedom of expression in
prisons; internet restrictions; censorship of news on state appointed mayors to HDP municipalities;
and finally restrictions imposed on culture and art publications. Click here to access reports of the
PfF Project where these cases have been monitored daily. According to PfF data, in the first three
months of 2020 at least 16 media outlets were subject to access restrictions while 4 journalists were
exposed to violence.
For the last two years, the Information and Communication Technologies Authority has not shared
data on its website regarding the number of blocked websites and URL-based access restrictions of
29 http://media4democracy.org/public/uploads/reports_1992382.pdf
30 https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/dunya/misir-polisi-aa-kahire-ofisini-basarak-dort-calisani-gozaltina-aldi/1703410
31 https://www.dw.com/tr/m%C4%B1s%C4%B1rdan-aa-bask%C4%B1n%C4%B1yla-ilgili-a%C3%A7%C4%B1klama/a-52019912
32 https://www.dw.com/tr/anadolu-ajans%C4%B1-se%C3%A7im-verilerini-nereden-al%C4%B1yor/a-48169878
33 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/376936/trt-secim-sureci-boyunca-cumhur-ittifaki-lehine-164-saat-yayin-yapti
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social media content. These figures can only be gathered through analysing court decisions, M4D
Project continues its efforts to uncover these numbers. In terms of directly censoring the press, one
of the important developments in the first three months of 2020 about internet restrictions was the
arrest of Oda TV journalists; this was later followed by the platform’s website being blocked34.
There have been two main themes regarding cases of targeting: those instigated by the government,
and the media targeting other media outlets. The former has become commonplace, recurring
frequently. Government officials typically end their statements with the phrase “...has overstepped
the boundaries of press freedom”, or news is criticized for damaging “national unity and solidarity”.
When we take into account that TV and newspaper outlets are under the direct control of progovernment investment groups, being targeted by the government means being targeted by national
media and mostly on social media. This coincides with the second theme, which is the media
targeting the media. In this context, there have not been changes in the first three months of 2020
regarding targeting; yet new cases occur almost every day. For example, after Faruk Bildirici’s RTÜK
membership was dropped and his subsequent appeal was rejected, a portion of the media began a
smear campaign. Bildirici’s petition to remove publication bans on news about ‘The scandal of the
NIO rigs’ and ‘17-25 December Investigations’ he sent to RTÜK was cited as evidence for ‘aiding the
FETÖ terrorist organization’35. Again, Beyaz TV, which is known for its close ties to the government,
announced that Fox TV and Tele 1 channels would be receiving fines from RTÜK before the penalties
became official36. Such examples can be cited in demonstrating how a portion of the media targets,
censors and inflicts smear campaigns on other media outlets. In other words, the provocateur of
some press freedom violations is the media itself.
The above-mentioned cases of censorship, targeting and threats, directly result in self-censorship.
Self-censorship is the only heading of which it is impossible to reach correct data in terms of freedom
making news. The issue of self-censorship will be discussed in detail in the second quarterly media
monitoring report prepared by M4D Project which will include factual data gathered from surveys.

34 https://www.freewebturkey.com/odatvye-erisim-engeli/
35 https://www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2020/02/17/chpli-eski-rtuk-uyesi-bildirici-feto-icin-seferber-olmus
36 https://www.birgun.net/haber/beyaz-tv-den-al-haberi-rtuk-fox-tv-ve-tele-1-e-cok-agir-cezalar-verecek-284839
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of the press. Yet, it is widely accepted that the majority of journalists in Turkey feel under threat when

3-Political economy of
the media
a.Transparent fiscal policy, publication principles,
accountability
Fiscal policies and financial statements are not open to the public not only in the media sector
but in many economic sectors in Turkey. Despite this, annual activity reports of large media
conglomerates and their cross investments give an idea about the situation of the sector. Since
information about market shares in the media sector in Turkey are not open to the public, it is
difficult to comprehensively assess the structure of media ownership, yet when we look at the
data analysis of ‘Media Ownership Monitor’ we see a lack of extensive supervision of cross media
ownership and transparency37:
•

Other than their yearly activity reports, large media conglomerates do not share information
about their advertisement and revenue distributions with research companies.

•

Within the scope of BİK (Press Advertising Authority) and RTÜK (Radio and Television Supreme
Council) data regarding income gathered from the media is not shared.

•

Although there is access to data on newspaper circulation and television ratings, distribution
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methods facilitating newspaper sales and subscription numbers are not shared transparently.
In addition to these factors, which have a direct impact on accountability, there is not any
comprehensive data on publication principles, inasmuch as there are no clearly defined methods
on how to supervise said principles. Actors such as reader’s representatives and ombudsmen who
can supervise publication principles via viewers/readers and publications do not have much say
in Turkey38.

b.Media ownership
The media ownership structure discussed in the M4D Project 2019 Annual Media Monitoring Report
has not undergone any significant change in the last three months. Political stance continues to play a
direct role in media ownership. M4D Project conducted a media ownership index taking into account
national newspapers and TV channels; considering the relations documented in the index between
the media’s broadcasts, public tenders and commercial ties with politicians, it is an indisputable
37 http://turkey.mom-rsf.org/tr/bulgular/
38 A comprehensive keyword analysis regarding publication principles will be included in the M4D 2020 Annual Media Monitoring Report.
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fact that the media is divided into two groups: pro-government and opposition media. This claim
was based on data regarding cross ownership, newspaper circulations, viewer ratings, social media
impact of columnists and website visits; the situation at the beginning of 2020 is as follows:
According to open-source media cross-ownership investment analysis of ‘GraphCommonsDispossession Networks’, at least six media giants have won at least one public tender and have
done a joint investment with at least one company with close ties to the government. Further, one of
the groups in the media distribution network ‘Turkuvaz Medya Dağıtım A.Ş.’ is a monopoly.
For a detailed analysis of ‘Dispossession Networks’ click here.

Media ownership being in the hands of a few in Turkey directly influences distribution and viewing
ratings. Newspaper circulations, viewer ratings, the social media impact of columnists and websites
statistics of the first three months of 2020 are as follows:

Newspaper circulations
When the highest selling top 20 newspaper statistics are observed, 16 newspapers that conduct progovernment publications or have pro-government ownership take up a 79.88% share of newspaper
sales (total sales: 17,645,380) while opposition papers only take up a 20.12% share (total sales:
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Graph-1: Media companies cross investment map (Source: Dispossession Networks)

4,444,941). This clearly demonstrates that pluralism in printed press is obstructed right from the
start.

Graph-2: Stance of 20 highest circulating newspapers in terms of the government (Data source:
gazetetirajları.com)

Opponent
20,12%
4.444.941
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Supporter
79,88%
17.645.380

The uniformity of newspapers’ rhetoric and media bosses having close financial ties with the
government despite increasing in number, have both contributed to abolishing a previously
neutral mainstream media. It is not news to anyone that the media has divided into political
camps. The categorization of the 20 newspapers subject to this report was made as follows:
Pro-government: Sabah, Hürriyet, Posta, Türkiye, Milliyet, Akşam, Takvim, Yeni Şafak, Yeni Akit,
Yeni Asır, Yeni Birlik, Karar, Aydınlık, Doğru Haber, P. Fotomaç, Fanatik39.
Opposition: Sözcü, Korkusuz, Cumhuriyet, Karar40.
39 P. Fotomaç and Fanatik were included in this group due to their ownership structure despite not producing
political news and being sports papers.
40 Karar newspaper was included in this group for backing Ahmet Davutoğlu, who first formed an opposition block
within the AKP and then founded his own political party.
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Other than ownership, the biggest impact felt in newspaper circulations in the first quarter of
2020 was caused by the coronavirus outbreak. Newspaper sales dropped by 20% after the first
COVID-19 case in Turkey was confirmed on March 11, 2020. According to the statistics of Sözcü
newspaper, the decline in sales is around 30%. This is likely to do with the majority of newspaper
readers being over the age of 65, as the time-frame coincides with the curfew imposed on those
over 65 being prohibited from living home.

Graph-3: Circulations of five newspapers after the COVID-19 outbreak (Data source: gazetetirajları.com)
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Other than the emergency fund for distribution and official advertisement set up by the Press
Advertisement Authority, newspapers do not have any other means to sustain themselves financially.
Considering this, the second quarter of 2020 has the potential of being very difficult for newspapers.

Ratings
Fox TV ranks number one among TV channels whose share of prime-time viewer ratings, including
news hours, are over 5%. Therefore, it is safe to say TV broadcasting is in a unique position regarding
the pro-government/opposition-media binary. Even so, the remaining TV channels whose shares
are above 5% consist of either pro-government channels, or channels who are not directly linked
to politics other than through their evening news programmes. Considering this, it is possible to
redistribute viewer ratings among news channels.
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Circulation (weekly)
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Graph-4: TV ratings between 19:00-24:00 (Data source: Televizyon İzleme Araştırmaları Anonim Şirketi- TİAK)
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In the first three months of the year, viewer rating shares among news channels between the hours
of 19:00-24:00 alphabetically is as follows: A Haber- 1.75, CNN Türk- 1.77, HABERTÜRK: 1.34, Halk
TV: 1.67, NTV: 1.31, TELE1: 0.32, TGRT Haber: 0.78, TRT Haber: 2.52, Ülke TV: 0.33… When we
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analyse the data, we see that opposition channels (Halk TV, TELE1) have a total share of 1.99%,
while remaining channels have a share of 9.8%. This five-fold difference shows that the rating
distribution, similar to the situation with newspapers, points to a lack of pluralism. Other than TV
channels that are clearly in the opposition, remaining channels lack plurality; this has resulted in
any distinction differentiating them to become invisible.

Social media impact of columnists
As clearly demonstrated in the “Media ownership” part of the report, newspaper circulations and
TV ratings are closely tied to an increasing number of conglomerates, access to public tenders
and ties to the government. Yet, the situation changes when it comes to columnists regarded as
“opinion leaders”, regardless of the newspaper they write for. According to the daily statistics of
Medya Cat, among columnists whose articles are shared the most on social media, Yılmaz Özdil and
Sözcü newspaper have made their mark in the top 10. Although not reflecting on the daily statistics,
opposition papers who have had to continue their publications under much oppression such as
BirGün, and journals that have been publishing solely online such as T24 have also made it in the top
10. The graph below showing the situation in the last three months also reveals two aspects of the
internet in terms of press freedom:
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•

The internet is the only means for a lot of opposition media to produce free news to the masses.

•

This has caused an increase in censorship policies that block websites and URL based
restrictions imposed on social media.

In other words, the internet is increasingly becoming an area of the struggle of power between
censorship policies and advocating for press freedom.

Table-2: List of columnists whose articles are shared on social media the most (Data source: Media Cat Köşe
Yazarları Endeksi)

Columnist
Yılmaz Özdil
Uğur Dündar
Ar s lan B ulut
M ur at M ur at oğlu
Ahmet Hakan
E min Çölaş an
Necat i Doğr u
S oner Yalçın
M ur at Ağır el
Çiğdem Toker
Can At aklı
Nedim Ş ener
Deniz Zeyr ek
B ekir Coş kun
S aygı Özt ür k
R ahmi Tur an
E mr e Kongar
Ayt unç E r kin
M ehmed Gökt aş
Or han Uğur oğlu
S üleyman Özış ık
B ar ış Ter koğlu
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Cumhur iyet
Hür r iyet
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Cumhur iyet
S t ar
Yeni Çağ
M illi Gazet e
S özcü
Yeni Çağ
Yeni Çağ
S özcü
Yeni Akit
S abah
Yeni Akit
S abah
S abah
Yeni Çağ
S özcü

Shares
1.069.576
360.189
330.899
229.361
218.250
176.069
163.486
156.177
130.943
130.586
125.347
120.047
118.177
103.773
103.551
99.788
98.246
96.338
94.162
92.211
87.451
77.299
71.135
67.941
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61.254
60.640
58.929
56.657
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54.344
54.024
52.288
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48.044
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33.618
33.158
33.141
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Columnist / Newspaper / Total shares (January - March 2020, Top 50)

table “List of columnists whose articles are shared on social media the most” created by
using Facebook and Twitter data show that in the top 20 there are 12 columnists from Sözcü,
three from Yeni Çağ, two from Hürriyet, and one each from Cumhuriyet and Doğru Haber.
Table-3: List of websites whose columnists’ articles are shared on social media the most (Data source: Media
Cat Köşe Yazarları Endeksi)

Column shares on social media based on newspaper (January - March 2020)
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Newspaper
S özcü
Yeni Çağ
Hür r iyet
Cumhur iyet
S abah
S t ar
Tür kiye
Doğr u Haber
S ol
B ir gün
Haber t ür k
Odat v
Akş am
M illi Gazet e
Kar ar
Yeni Akit
Aydınlık
T24
Diken
M illiyet
B ianet
Yeni As ya
Yeni Ş af ak
E vr ens el
Pos t a

Social media shares
3.090.999
979.672
667.681
628.510
329.550
290.588
255.371
253.108
212.836
212.411
196.330
185.837
159.745
157.555
118.098
114.378
109.393
100.520
77.435
38.703
30.120
22.691
2.697
1.918
1.840
1.494

Social media shares of columns based on columnists’ newspapers. Total shares calculated by shares on Twitter and Facebook.
Data represents the period between 1 January 2020 and 31 March 2020.

According to the list generated using the same index, when we observe the total number of shares of
articles, newspapers Sözcü, Cumhuriyet, Sol, BirGün rank high in the list, we also see platforms such
as T24, Diken and bianet as well. In light of data on the first quarter of 202, it is an indisputable fact
that social media is a platform of circulation for opposition media.

Website visits
The internet, as a platform for advocacy, reveals a new truth about the media in terms of website
visits. Although subject to criticism regarding its sample determination, the Alexa global ranking
service provides us with a list of websites of the highest selling newspapers, news sites of alternative
media outlets and opposition newspapers mentioned above:
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NEWSPAPER

GLOBAL RANKING

Hürriyet

357

Sözcü

530

Akşam

546

Milliyet

549

Yeni Akit

561

Yeni Şafak

814

Sabah

920

Karar

2919

Cumhuriyet

3330

Fanatik

3723

Takvim

4820

T24

5191

P. Fotomaç

5395

OdaTV

6691

BirGün

9452

Posta

9487

Gazete Duvar

13668

Türkiye

20143

Evrensel

33538

Yeni Asır

36981

Aydınlık

38993

Artı Gerçek

42655

Doğru Haber

56263

Bianet

60923

Korkusuz

69030

Ahval News

79520

Medyascope

81089

Gazete Karınca

303775

Yeni Birlik

325641

Gazete Pencere

413885

Dokuz8 Haber

501524

Özgürüz Radyo

2809680

International news organizations BBC, Deutsche Welle and the Independent are also among news
channels actively followed in Turkey. Yet some these organizations have not directly established
a website for their Turkish service or are only active on social media. There are also many news
channels that do not have websites and only broadcast on platforms such as YouTube and Twitter.
Keeping this in mind, the list provides us with two important conclusions:
•

Alternative media outlets have started to become the mainstream media of the internet (e.g.
T24, Gazete Duvar etc.) and with high access rates similar to newspaper sales they rank at the
top of the list.
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Table-4: Alexa global ranking according to website visit (Data source: https://www.alexa.com/)

•

Newspapers who have been described as being “radical” such as the leftist papers BirGün
and Evrensel, in addition to the Islamist newspaper Yeni Akit, have also made it in the list. This
shows us that the free environment of the internet, which is often subject to censorship efforts,
reflects society; and opinions on two separate sides of the spectrum are not in fact “radical”.
“Centrist” perceptions created by mainstream national media are slowly being replaced by the
truth on the internet.

c. Situation of press workers
Apart from the dubious political relations of media owners and the lack of transparency regarding
disclosure of financial data, the current situation of media workers best portrays the predicament
the media has found itself in. Press freedom cannot be assured by the state simply by not imposing
censorship, nor can it be assured by not limiting the press through accreditation measures. Press
freedom can also be ensured by providing the necessary means and working conditions for people
to be able to practise “investigative journalism”, which is the essence of journalism.
In the first quarter of 2020, there have not been significant developments on regulations and practises
regarding unions, copyright payments or wages. At the end of October 2019, after the mass layoff
of press workers by Hürryiyet newspaper owned by Demirören Group, press workers began their
legal struggle. Meanwhile, laid off union member journalists and the unions they are tied to continue
their efforts to raise awareness on the subject. The court case filed by the journalists requesting
their jobs back was postponed to April 17, 2020 on grounds of “gathering evidence” and “notifying
witnesses”41. Since 44 of the journalists who were laid off were members of TGS, and TGS was at the
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brink of negotiating a collective agreement, this development has been interpreted as being a part
of de-unionization policies42.
Other noteworthy developments were Demirören owned CNN Türk Domestic News Editor Elif Emir
Tekel being laid off on 23 January, and Visual Director Hakan Durmuş being laid off on January 28,
2020. Meanwhile, Cumhuriyet newspaper’s Education Correspondent Ozan Çepni and Posta Editor-inChief Timur Soykan were also laid off43. In addition, 7 correspondents and 9 camerapersons working
on-field for CNN TÜRK44 during the COVID-19 outbreak were denied access to the building. 16 press
workers were forced to work from a container in front of CNN Türk’s headquarters in Istanbul due to
COVID-19 “measures”.
As it has been demonstrated above, the economic and social rights of press workers in Turkey
continue to be violated in the first quarter of 2020. De-unionization policies that started in the
90s continued after AKP took over in 2002, which can especially be seen in the Anatolian Agency
example; the majority of press members continue to work without being union members. According
41 http://media4democracy.org/public/uploads/reports_3512049.pdf
42 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/398204/sendikalastiklari-icin-hurriyetten-cikarilan-gazetecilerin-davasi-goruldu
43 http://media4democracy.org/reports/
44 https://t24.com.tr/haber/cnn-turk-te-skandal-uygulama-16-calisan-konteynere-hapsedildi-disaridan-haber-bulun-dendi,868010
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to January 2020 figures of the Ministry of Family, Labour and Social Services, union membership
rates in the “Mass media and journalism” sector is 8%. While it is among professions with the lowest
rates of unionization, there has been an increase of 4.4% in unionization in the press sector over
the last 7 years. According to the January 2020 statistics, Medya-İş has 2806 members, Basın-İş
241, TGS 1345 and DİSK Basın-İş has 322 members. The total number of registered workers of the
profession is 86.329. So, what do these statistics tell us on an even broader scale?

Graph-5: Number of union members of the “Mass media and journalism” sector between 2003-2020 (Data
source: T.C. Ministry of Family, Labour and Social Services )
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As it can be deduced from the graph, unionization statistics between 2009-2013 have not been
documented as a separate report by the ministry. During this period, the Anatolian Agency was
“purged” of union members, and following mobbing policies inflicted on many of its employees and
many layoffs, the AKP government was able to establish its own union structure. The sudden
appearance of Medya-İş union in 2012 is a result of these developments. In addition, in 2013 union
memberships began to be updated through the e-government system, this resulted in many memberships being dropped on grounds of “inactivity”
Despite this, membership rates of the remaining unions have increased over the years which points
to a new wave of unionization in the journalism sector. Although rights violations continue, the
advocacy work of unions result in many achievements45.

45 M4D Project will be conducting a poll on copyright payments, wages and use of social rights of journalists which will be included in the second
quarterly media monitoring report.
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Number of union members

5000

4-News production and
its value
a.News production and investigative journalism
Rather than focusing on developments in the first three months of 2020, this part of the report
focuses on the results of the processes discussed in “Freedom of the press: legal regulations,
state and government policy” and “Political economy of the media” chapters of the report. Based
on the European Commission’s “Guidelines for EU support to media freedom and media integrity
in enlargement countries 2014-2020”46 this segment of the report consists of commentary on the
setbacks faced in the news creation process and current predicaments of investigative journalism.
In simple terms, the news creation process flows as below:

Event(s)		

DATA AND SOURCE RESEARCH 		

NEWS TEXT

EDITING PROCESS		

INVESTIGATION		

News

The problems of this process of news production in Turkey can be regarded as follows:
•

Data and sources: The state is the primary source of data used in news production. Turkey
lacks transparency in terms of data sharing. Data on blocked websites, press-cards pending
approval and court verdicts47 which provide data to news production and are directly related
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to freedom of the press, are not open to the public. This argument escalated to new heights
in March after COVID-19 reached Turkey. For example, after CHP Istanbul Deputy Veli
Ağbaba drew attention at the discrepancies of the number of deaths and confirmed cases,
access to the Funeral Information System of the e-government system was blocked48. .
In addition to the lack of transparency of data sharing, problems regarding data sources show
themselves in targeting and smear campaigns. The state and pro-government media deny and
disregard any comments and narratives that are not based on “official sources”. In December
2019, Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu ironically stated he would like “to give up everything
and become a journalist”49, proving the extent that journalism has become “demonized”.
Meanwhile, a journalist whose claims and sources were not refuted became targeted by the
media itself50. Such developments have become daily occurrences while state sourced data
has become monopolized under “the news service” which outcasts any news and source that
can give rise opposition.
46 https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/pdf/press_corner/elarg-guidelines-for-media-freedom-and-integrity_210214.pdf
47 Following changes in UYAP in 2018, lawyers have not been able to access files regarding their own court cases
48 https://t24.com.tr/haber/chp-li-agbaba-dun-koronavirus-nedeniyle-olenlerin-sayisi-16-olarak-aciklandi-ama-sadece-istanbul-da-20-olum-var,869523
49 https://www.birgun.net/haber/soylu-her-seyi-birakip-gazetecilik-yapmak-istiyorum-279792
50 https://www.aksam.com.tr/yazarlar/emin-pazarci/ders/haber-1061326
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•

Research: Being the first step of investigative journalism, the problems press workers in Turkey
face in terms of research demonstrate the extent of hardships experienced in their work. As
many famous journalists stated in an article published by Journo in October, 201951 a reporter’s
primary job is to research; yet journalists who are obliged to produce 3-4 news pieces a day,
who are not (or cannot be) provided with the necessary means by their employers to conduct
long term research or to travel to the news source, cannot possibly carry out investigative
journalism. In this context, social media opens the doors of direct access for journalists; yet,
this results in the rapid consumption of the agenda and produces amnesia. In addition, many
sources contributing to research may be subject to allegations of “terrorism”, “inciting hatred
and enmity among the public” which results in self-censorship. Even during catastrophic events
such as earthquakes or wars, the topic of censorship comes up, and many news articles do not
make it past the news editor’s desk.

•

News Reports: It is difficult to talk about editorial services regarding “news reports” other than
language checking under conditions where data, source and research processes cannot be
properly carried out. Despite this, there is room for improvement regarding tools used in news
production in Turkey. Outlets such as NewsLab Turkey, Journo, Networks of Dispossession
incorporate data analysis, data visualization, and storytelling techniques in their news. Learning
about these techniques and using them take us back to the very beginning of the argument:
faculties of communication in universities. Universities in Turkey must be improved to be able
to teach students about new types of journalism techniques. In addition to this, support from
international organizations should be channelled to journalists to increase their capacities.

•

Editorial process: As it has been stated above regarding news reports, the same is true for
editorial processes. Before entering a discussion about the professional capacities of editors,
targeting and threats” chapter of the report, since any news article that opposes the state or
government might be subject to these measures described in them. In other words, it would be
safe to conclude that the editorial process is stuck between trying to protect journalists from
the law and receiving punishment, while trying to convey the truth.

b. Disinformation & the monopoly of information
Disinformation and the monopoly of information are at the heart of the issues conveyed in the
previous section. The following tangible case demonstrates the gravity of the situation of the press
in Turkey in the last three months:

51 https://journo.com.tr/arastirmaci-gazetecilik-altin-donem
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we must take into account developments addressed in the “censorship, self-censorship,

Turkish military intervention in Libya:
•

On January 6, FOX TV prime-time news anchor Fatih Portakal criticized the deployment of
Turkish troops to Libya by calling it an “imperialist” policy:
https://t24.com.tr/video/libya-asker-gonderme-karari-icin-emperyalist-gondermesi-yapanfatih-portakal-a-sosyal-medyadan-tepki,25597

•

On January 7, all news sites with ties to the government began accusing Fatih Portakal of
being an “agent” or calling him “an American imperialist”. (See also: Google keyword: fox tx
fatih portakal libya)
https://www.ahaber.com.tr/gundem/2020/01/07/iste-fox-sunucusu-fatih-portakalin-libyahazimsizligi-iste-skandallarla-dolu-karnesi 52

•

On Feburary 18, Presidential Spokesperson İbrahim Kalın answered allegations of a Turkish
ship being attacked in Libya by saying “The ship was fired at, but there was no hit”.
https://tr.sputniknews.com/turkiye/202002181041431019-ibrahim-kalin-idlibgorusmelerinde-cikan-karar-muzakerelerin-devami-yonunde/

•

After claims of deaths in relation to the attack took hold of the media, President Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan stated “We have a few martyrs in Libya” on February 22.

•

The same day, after Yeni Çağ Newspaper writers Murat Ağırel and Batuhan Çolak claimed
“The deceased consist of 1 Colonel and 2 Turkish intelligence officers” their social media
accounts were hacked by unidentified individuals.
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/yenicag-yazarlarina-e-operasyon-269224h.htm
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•

On February 24, the Libyan National Army stated “We have killed 16 Turkish soldiers” which
was on the agenda of international press:
http://www.diken.com.tr/libya-ulusal-ordusunun-iddiasi-turkiyeye-bagli-guclerden-16-askerolduruldu/

•

On February 25, after a FOX TV reporter reminded President Erdoğan that the opposition
criticized him for using the words “a few martyrs” the President responded “... Fox should
first open a newspaper, Fox should first become a serious press organization”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nvqy3TfM5pg

•

At the same meeting, the President said “... We have two martyrs”.
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/recep-tayyip-erdogan-birkac-sehit-ifadelerini-dogruladi269500h.htm

•

Odatv Editor-in-chief Barış Pehlivan, Odatv News director and Cumhuriyet writer Barış
Terkoğlu, Odatv Reporter Hülya Kılınç, Yeniçağ writer Murat Ağırel, Yeni Yaşam newspaper
Managing Editor Aydın Keser and Editor-in-chief Ferhat Çelik were arrested for reporting that

52 (all news articles mentioned in this text deny government statements and take developments out of their historical context)
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those who lost their lives in Libya were Turkish intelligence officers:
https://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-51832975
•

Access to OdaTV was banned after its report on intelligence officers killed in Libya:
https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/turkiye/odatvye-mit-mensubunun-kimligini-yayimlamaktan-erisimengeli-getirildi/1756801

•

RTÜK fined Halk TV for revealing the identities of the Turkish intelligence officers:
https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/turkiye/rtukten-halk-tvye-mit-mensuplarinin-kimliklerini-ifsaetmekten-ceza/1762689

To recount the series of events in its main headings:
•

Deployment of Turkish troops to Libya was reported and criticized.

•

Journalists were targeted. Freedom of the press was restricted.

•

Deaths of soldiers were claimed, this was denied by the Presidency.

•

The Presidency stated “...we have a few martyrs”.

•

A media organization was threatened by the President.

•

No official statement was made regarding how many soldiers or Turkish nationals died in
Libya.

The deceased were claimed to be Turkish intelligence officers, their identities were shared.
Journalists were thrown in prison, access to media organizations were blocked, freedom of
the press was restricted.
•

These two narratives beg no further explanation, their results are as follows:

•

Disinformation, targeting and threats occur and proceed simultaneously.

•

Any attempt to break the monopoly of information through conducting news is violently
supressed.

This has been the general situation of disinformation & the monopoly of information regarding
press freedom in Turkey, in the first three months of 2020.
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•

5-Advocacy work and
new initiatives by
journalists
a.Union activities
There are four unions operating in the press, broadcasting and journalism sector (Basın-İş, TGS, DİSK
Basın-İş, Medya-İş); of these unions, TGS and DİSK Basın-İş have been actively following developments
and have been conducting advocacy work regarding press freedom through demonstrations and
press releases, in the first quarter of 2020. No such data was found in the websites of Basın-İş and
Medya-İş.
The most pressing issue for these four unions in the first quarter of 2020 has been the situation of
workers during the COVID-19 outbreak. Unions have published notes acting as guidelines showing
what measures press workers on-field should be taking. In this context, TGS was the only union to
advocate for labourers of physical work in addition to reporters and white-collar workers.
The union’s call for emergency measures for the working conditions of printing press workers and
press members was significant in terms of advocating for the protection of social rights during the
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outbreak53.
Another important issue on the agenda of unions was the draft of the Law on the Execution of
Sentences and Security Measures54.In cooperation with civil society organizations, unions have been
advocating for changing the proposal to remove the ban on opposition newspapers entering prisons,
and for the release of imprisoned journalists.
Apart from this, the agenda of unions change in proportion to the attacks on press freedom.
Developments such as the detainment of press members reporting on the refugee influx at the
Greek border, arrests of journalists for various reasons such as reporting on incidents in Libya, the
cancellation of press-cards, are by default problems unions are striving to solve.

53 https://tgs.org.tr/matbaa-calisanlari-icin-acil-onlem-cagrisi/, https://tgs.org.tr/haber-pesinde-kosan-gazetecileri-koruyun/
54 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/401305/izmir-gazeteciler-cemiyeti-gazeteciler-de-infaz-yasasindan-yararlansinhttps://www.dw.com/tr/sistemli-gazeteci-tutuklamalar%C4%B1n%C4%B1-beraberinde-getirecek/a-53041131
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b.Activities of the Association, political parties and other
CSOs
Important developments in the first quarter of 2020 regarding the activities of CSOs operating in
the media field and political parties were:
•

The Association of Journalists’ call to “Let press organizations give press cards” was also
supported by other organizations. Two meetings were held in Istanbul at the headquarters
of TGS. Efforts to establish a joint commission consisting of representatives from TGS, the
Association of Journalists, Turkish Journalists’ Association, Izmir Journalists’ Association, the
Press Council of Turkey, DİSK Basın-İş were initiated.

•

Free Web Turkey platform was established to conduct advocacy work against internet
censorship. The platform, which was founded by the Media and Law Studies Association
(MLA), came together with other CSOs working in the field to talk about the project’s aims. Free
Web Turkey will be active in “... Providing guidance for combating access restrictions imposed
on websites and journalists; providing legal support; establishing an up-to-date list of blocked
websites to inform the public”55.

•

The M4D Project implemented by the Association of Journalists through European Union
funding continues to provide journalists with support. There is also an additional project
funded by the same source and implemented in cooperation with TGS and Izmir Journalists’
Association. These projects provide journalists with training to increase their professional
capacities, legal and psychological counselling, editorial support, and website and digital tool

•

The Platform Against Censorship and Self-censorship (SpeakUp24) published their 2019
freedom of expression monitoring report56. The report provides a yearly assessment of freedom
of expression respectively in the media, publishing, cinema, theatre, music and the visual arts.

•

In parliament, CHP and HDP continue their efforts in changing the clauses of the Law on the
Execution of Sentences and Security Measures. In addition, there were 16 answers given
to parliamentary questions submitted by deputies to the Grand National Assembly in the
first quarter of 202057. The questions were on: newspapers banned from receiving official
advertisements from the Press Advertising Authority, press-card cancellations, parliamentary
correspondents being subject to mobbing by the Press Bureau of the Grand National Assembly,
mandatory local TV shares paid to TÜRKSAT, newspapers and television channels that were
either shutdown or were banned from publishing/broadcasting, the situation of the Kurdish
media struggling with prohibitions, and detained journalists.

55 https://www.freewebturkey.com/dijital-ozgurluk-icin-internet-sansurune-karsi-platform/
56 http://susma24.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/susma_turkiyede_sansur_ve_otosansur_2019_tr.pdf
57 https://www.tbmm.gov.tr/develop/owa/yazili_sozlu_soru_sd.sorgu_sonuc?taksim_no=7&kullanici_id=18572262&sonuc_sira=20&bulunan_kayit=179&metin_arama=bas%FDn&icerik_arama=
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support.

•

According to the University of Oxford, Oxford Internet Institute- Computational Propaganda
Research Project’s (COMPROP) report, which was translated by Istanbul University Digital
Communication Club, there is a social media team comprised of 500 people distributing
disinformation and defamation in Turkey58. The report states that the main source of
disinformation are government agencies, political parties and individual accounts that are
sometimes referred to as “influencer” accounts.

c.International civil society and European Union activities
International organizations advocating for press freedom either conduct activities directly or
through domestic institutions in Turkey. At the beginning of 2020, forthcoming or ongoing activities
are as follows:
•

The United Nations held its five-year Universal Periodic Review (UPR) in January 2020. A
presentation by P24 on press freedom was delivered to the meeting. The main headings of
the presentation were threats to journalists, arbitrary arrests, politicized judiciaries, travel
restrictions and civilian deaths59. To access the UPR report on Turkey, click here.

•

Apart from direct and sub-grants of the European Union, civil society activities benefit from the
support of the International Press Institute, the European Centre for Press and Media Freedom
and The Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF). Embassies of member states
also provide various supports in Turkey.

•

The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Representative on Freedom
of the Media, Harlem Désir, has been closely following developments in the country and has
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been engaged in monitoring activities related to the important events of 2020 mentioned in
this report60.
•

In cooperation with IPI, MLSA has been publishing monthly reports focusing on press trials in
Turkey61.

•

Deputies of the European Parliament held a press conference at the Press House of the
Association of Journalists. In the press conference, the deputies touched upon their contact in
Turkey regarding freedom of the press and rule of law62.

•

A committee consisting of representatives from IPI, Reporters Without Borders (RSF), TGS, the
Committee to Protect Journalists, and the European Federation of Journalists visited Turkey
at the beginning of February and made contact with various public institutes. The mission’s
statements on reinstating freedom of the press in Turkey, and especially its comments

58 https://bilgisayimsalpropaganda.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Bilgisay%C4%B1msalPropaganda.pdf
59 https://www.upr-info.org/sites/default/files/document/turkey/session_35_-_january_2020/4._p24_-_platform_for_independent_journalism_ppt_.
pdf
60 OSCE’nin alandaki açıklamaları için tıklayınız: https://www.osce.org/press-releases?filters=%20im_taxonomy_vid_1%3A%2827%29
61 https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/data-and-research/
62 http://www.24saatgazetesi.com/mcallister-amacimiz-ab-turkiye-iliskilerini-pekistirmek/
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regarding the suspension of official advertisements by the Press Advertising Authority drew
significant attention63.

d.Lawsuits filed by journalists individually/through unions
Many journalists who were laid off continue to file reemployment lawsuits either by their own means
or through their unions. Meanwhile, journalists continue their struggles against being subjected to
violence, threats, insults and detainment both through domestic remedies and through the ECtHR.
Headway has not been made in this area in the first quarter of 2020. The reemployment lawsuit
regarding the mass layoffs from Hürriyet still continues, the next hearing will be held on April 17,
2020.
Judicial remedies were significantly affected by the COVID-19 outbreak reaching Turkey in March,
2020. Many journalists’ hearings pending verdicts were postponed and continue to be postponed.
The Constitutional Court was the bearer of good news for two trials. The Court ruled that
access restrictions imposed on Wikipedia by Turkey was in violation of the freedom of
expression; the website was opened to access again in January64. Again, the Court ruled
that the blocking of website “sendika.org”, which had been subject to access restrictions
62 times since 2015, was in violation of freedom of expression. The case which had
been submitted to the EctHR was delivered to the criminal court of peace for re-trial65.

The beginning of 2020 was not very active regarding new media channels. Despite this, freelance
journalists and journalists who were laid off from their positions in mainstream media outlets
continue broadcasting online. In addition, following the COVID-19 outbreak many websites, video
channels and podcasts have shifted to producing live broadcasts A couple of examples are Yeşil
Gazete, who established a web TV to reach its readers, and Podcastkurdî which established an
online radio.
Meanwhile,

many

news

sites

established

by

journalists

and

contributing

to

media

pluralism were supported by M4D Project Website Technical Support Mechanism. In
this context, one of the sites that started broadcasting in 2020 was Gazete Rüzgârlı. The
website produces news on labour issues, climate change, healthcare and education.

63 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/396880/ulusal-ve-uluslararasi-basin-orgutlerinden-bike-cagri-ambargoyu-kaldirin
64 https://www.freewebturkey.com/aymnin-wikipedia-karari-resmi-gazetede-yayimlandi-acilmasi-bekleniyor/
65 https://www.freewebturkey.com/aymden-sendika-org-icin-ihlal-karari/
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e.New media channels established by journalists

6-Assessment and
suggestions
It would be difficult to conclude Turkey has made much progress regarding press freedom in the first
quarter of 2020. As stated in the report, there have been press freedom violations almost every week
in the first three months of the year. M4D Project continues to contribute to media pluralism through
the project’s support mechanisms while documenting rights violations through its Media Monitoring
Reports. In addition to the assessments given at the end of each part of the report, here is a list of
suggestions prepared by the project:
•

Lay-offs in the press sector must be prohibited during the COVID-19 outbreak; the state must
provide support to press organizations for fiscal sustainability while taking the necessary
measures to ensure press workers’ social and economic rights are not violated,

•

Legislative and judicial remedies must be developed to remove articles in the Law on the
Execution of Sentences and Security Measures resulting in censorship and preventing
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imprisoned journalists from being released,
•

Advocacy work must be conducted to ensure those whose press-card renewal applications
are pending are provided information by the Communications Directorate of the Presidency,

•

Press-cards should be issued by a commission consisting of press representatives rather
than being directly issued by an institution acting on behalf of a government body,

•

International remedies and human rights mechanisms must be sought for the release of
detained and imprisoned journalists as a result of the politicization of the judiciary,

•

The Press Advertising Authority must revoke its advertising bans and take the necessary
measures to financially support the media during the COVID-19 outbreak,

•

Legal remedies must be put into practise to intervene with smear campaigns instigated by
various media outlets targeting oppositions journalists,

•

Support provided by the European Union and EU member state embassies to alternative media
outlets that do not have the means of mainstream media must continue,

•

Training and capacity development programs aiming to increase online literacy must be
implemented for alternative media outlets to reach a wider audience,

•

Ownership structures and management principles of online news sites must be regularly
shared to ensure that publication is conducted with due regard to objectivity, a basic principle
of journalism.

These suggestions, some long-term and some short, will of course be included in M4D Project Media
Monitoring Reports and dialogue will be initiated with related institutions.
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Annex-1: Legal opinion on the Law on the Execution of
Sentences and Security Measures
The following evaluation was prepared by lawyer Gökhan Tekşen and was submitted to the Grand
National Assembly of Turkey on behalf of the Association of Journalists:
Evaluation of “Article 32 of the Proposal on the Amendment of the Law on the Execution of Penalties
and Security Measures” in terms of Freedom of Expression and the Press
•

Known by the public as “the Law on the Execution of Sentences and Security Measures”, the
proposal, which was expedited to prevent the COVID-19 global epidemic from spreading to
prisoners and convicts, has focused on which convicts and prisoners can benefit from it.

•

Undoubtedly, the proposal is a whole that encompasses a wide array of spheres and it clearly
reveals how its drafters view the penal system as well as how they view crime and punishment
policies.

•

I would like to draw attention to the amendments made on Article 32, and article 62 of Law No.
5275 in the Proposal; these amendments regarding press freedom and the right to information
are foreseen to introduce restrictions imposed on “opposition” press.

•

The Proposal foresees amending Paragraph 4 of Article 64 with the inclusion of the following
phrase “...Newspapers that do not have the right to receive and publish official advertisement
responsibility of the Ministry of Justice whether to permit the entrance of foreign language
newspapers and magazines to penal institutions.”

•

The proposal is in clear violation of freedom of the press and the right to information. First of
all, there is no logical link between a newspaper receiving an official advertisement ban and
preventing a convict from reading the content of that newspaper.

•

A third of the Press Advertising Authority’s members are appointed by the President; considering
recent practises of the institution where rights-based newspapers such as Cumhuriyet, Birgün
and Evrensel have been subject to official advertisement bans resulting in financial hardships,
a clear warning of “unwanted journalism” is being given.

•

If this proposal is enacted in its current form, it is not difficult to see that the Press Advertisement
Authority will be able to exercise increased power over press organizations and use disciplinary
measures as a form of domination.

•

When the proposal is evaluated as a whole, considering recent practices regarding insulting
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from the Press Advertising Authority are not permitted entry to penal institutions. It is the

the President, insulting public officials, or inciting hatred and enmity among the public, which
are in stark contrast of freedom of expression, it is quite clear that these crimes will result in
imprisonment where sentences or verdicts are not deferred.
•

Therefore, it has been observed with great concern that the law maker’s aim is not to empty
prisons by discharging convicts of sexual abuse or drug dealers; rather, its aim is to show
the opposition, who have been predominantly imprisoned for thought crimes and which have
resulted in freedom of expression violations, that its prison doors are open to them.

•

Not satisfied with this, the law maker also aims to create space in prisons for the opposition
and to isolate prisoners from accessing like-minded content or from news outlets providing
real news.

•

Imagine; if this proposal is enacted, and Cumhuriyet newspaper is banned from receiving
official advertisements from the Press Advertising Authority, as has been the case in the past,
its writer Bartış Terkoğlu, who is currently detained, would not be able to access the newspaper
he is currently writing for from prison.

•

When we take into consideration that imprisoned journalists are a big issue in Turkey, the
danger of this proposal becomes even clearer.

•

While the Constitutional Court has ruled in favour of individual appeals for freedom of
expression; verdicts of rights violations by the legislator have been ignored, and freedom of
expression has further been restricted. This is in stark contrast with being a state of law.

•

In conclusion, this legal endeavour that has taken advantage of the COVID-19 outbreak, that
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has diverted the attention of the people to other areas, that has strived to restrict freedom of
expression and opened up prison doors to the opposition; and much like what has been done
with THY aims to only allow pro-government papers to enter jails to establish a one-sided
news flow, must be reversed. If not, an action of nullity must be immediately submitted to
the Constitutional Court to protect the freedom of expression and the press that is already in
the throes of destruction. A comprehensive solution would be to ensure trials are conducted
without resorting to remand, and to not deviate from the general principles of law which grant
comprehensive interpretation of rights and liberties.
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ANNEX-2: Table and graphical data sets
Newspaper circulation:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F8W8nePIe77GUN5fCG5a5KtXcSuCIzd_/view?usp=sharing

TV ratings:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EVw8nlpXBsmQuXtYfgwuVOowiK16S7jt/view?usp=sharing

List of columnists shared on social media (Top 50)
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F3fLZYvO31_wLpSF1lpjbTb57VCbCSQc/view?usp=sharing
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The Association of Journalists
The Association of Journalists was founded
on 10 January 1946 by journalists Mekki Sait
Esen, Niyazi Acun, Aka Gündüz, Bilal Akba,
Adil Akba, Sebahattin Sönmez and Muvaffak
Menemencioğlu. The founding purpose of
the association was to unite journalists in
different press organs under one roof, improve
professional and social rights, and to safeguard
the rights and freedoms of journalism which are
imperative to the profession.
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Founding chairman Mekki Sait Esen headed the
Association of Journalists between 1946 and
1956, he was succeeded by former senator Ecvet
Güresin between 1956-1957.
Gazanfer Kurt, founder and owner of Kudret
Newspaper, headed the association until 1959,
then Atilla Bartınlıoğlu took over until 1960.
Former CHP member of parliament Altan Öymen
was chairman of the association between 1960
and 1961, he was later succeeded by İbrahim
Cüceoğlu in 1961. Akis magazine manager and
writer Metin Toker became chairman of the
Association of Journalists in 1962, after having
served a 7 month and 53-day prison sentence in
1957. Founding owner of Ekspress Newspaper
Doğan Kasaroğlu took over as chairman in 1963
until 1968, he was later appointed as general
manager of TRT.
Beyhan Cenkçi, who worked in positions such
as general editor, writer, editor-in-chief and
executive editor for Yenigün, Ulus, Ankara
Telgraf, Ankara Ekspres and Dünya newspapers,
was also chairman of the Journalists Union
for five years. Cenkçi, who received a one-anda-half year prison sentence along with some
of his colleagues before 1960, was elected as
chairman of the Association of Journalists in
1969. He continued to serve as chairman of the
Association of Journalists until 1992. Cenkçi
also served as senator in the Senate of the
Republic during his 24 years as chairman in the
Association of Journalists.
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Nazmi Bilgin, who started his professional
career in 1971 in Son Havadis Newspaper,
worked as chief-in-editor and owner of Güneş
Newspaper, he later served as news director
at Dünya Newspaper. Bilgin also worked as
the parliament and Presidency correspondent
for Tercüman Newspaper. After having taken
part in the founding of TRT-2, he worked as
“Senior Correspondent” and “General Manager
Consultant” in TRT for five years. Bilgin was
elected as Chairman of the Association of
Journalists unanimously in 1992. He founded
the Federation of Journalists in Turkey in 1996,
where he served as chairman until 2009.
Bilgin served as the Ankara correspondent for BRT
Television, he is also a member and supervisor
in the Turkish National Commission for UNESCO.
He continues to serve as a member of the
board of directors for the Public Advertisement
Authority (BİK), and he is a member of the board
of trustees, board of directors of the Turkish
Armed Forces “Elele Foundation” and the
Advertisement Agency.
The Association of Journalists is as old as
Turkey’s transition to a multi-party system, or in
other words its transition to a pluralist democracy.
Our association started its journey with only a
handful of journalists, today it has more than
2000 members, financial independence and has
become one of Turkey’s oldest, largest and most
respected professional and non-governmental
organizations.
Since its beginning in 1946, the Association of
Journalists has relentlessly stood by its country,
and has vigilantly defended the republic, its
pluralist democracy, freedom of expression
and freedom of the press. The Association of
Journalists has taken its rightful place among
the respected professional organizations of our
country thanks to the reassurance it has provided
over the years.
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Project Director
Yusuf Kanlı

Media for Democracy,
Democracy for Media Project
This project was started in January 2019 by
the Association of Journalists to strengthen
pluralism in the media and freedom of the press
in Turkey as a safeguard for democracy, and will
go on until March 2022.
The overall objective of the project: To strengthen
pluralist media and free press in Turkey as a safe
guard for democracy.
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Specific objectives of the project: The first
objective is to provide a basis for increased
support and awareness by the public for a
pluralist and free media; the second objective is
to create a conducive environment for journalists
to increase solidarity. The activities carried out
as part of the project are as follows:
As part of the project, annual Press Freedom
Monitoring Reports and quarterly Monitoring
of Media Environment Reports are published.
These reports are distributed to universities,
media organizations, government agencies, all
relevant civil society organizations, the European
Commission, embassies of EU member states in
Turkey, and journalists.
Situation assessment meetings are held
across Turkey to improve data gathering and
broaden information networks. These meetings
help to combine existing networks, increase
opportunities for cooperation, expand the
capacity for observation, and provide valuable
opportunities for local media CSOs and journalists
to exchange views on national and international
issues. These meetings also function to provide
content for reports on Freedom of the Press and
Freedom of Expression.
Regular visits to state institutions in Ankara are
carried out in order to improve the environment
of the media and conduct lobbying activities
for freedom of expression; these visits are
conducted in light of findings of annual civil
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monitoring reports written as part of the project,
and of evaluation reports distributed during
annual conferences.
In terms of carrying out international advocacy
activities, reports are shared with and visits are
made to the European Union, Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe, and other
related civil society organizations.
A national conference is held at the end of each
year of the project; conferences are open to sector
representatives,
journalists,
academicians,
journalism students, and beneficiaries of support
mechanisms. Participants are invited directly or
through open calls.
Each year a “Journalism Professional Honour
Award” is presented to a journalist who has
devoted themselves and made long-term
contributions to freedom of expression and
freedom of the media in Turkey.
A Press House has been established in the
Association of Journalists’ premises. The Press
House has a common work area where the
project’s target groups can come together and
benefit from computers, software and expertise
support while also making use of a studio and a
meeting room.
The Press House also hosts capacity building
trainings for journalists.
Local trainings are also carried out in cooperation
with non-governmental organizations operating
in the media field to improve the capacities of
journalists. These local trainings are conducted
in collaboration with local journalists’ association
that the Association of Journalists is already in
collaboration with.
The Press House hosts weekly “Journalists’
Meetings” for journalists to improve solidarity,
establish networks and share information.

Association of Journalists
Media for Democracy, Democracy for Media Project
Üsküp Caddesi No: 35 Çankaya / Ankara

+ 90 312 427 15 22

www.media4democracy.org
www.gazetecilercemiyeti.org.tr

facebook.com/media4democracy
twitter.com/democracy4media
instagram.com/media4democracy
youtube.com/media4democracy

Click for the reports published within the scope of Media for Democracy,
Democracy for Media Project.
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